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6 p-descent on elliptic curves

6.1 Introduction

Classically, a 2-descent is the most widely used method to bound the rank of the
Mordell-Weil group of an elliptic curve E over a number �eld. Originally, these methods
required the existence of rational torsion points or a rational isogeny on E. In [2],
Brumer and Kramer presented a method which works independently of the structure
of the 2-torsion. As one of the applications, they have produced examples of cubic
extensions of Q whose class group has large 2-torsion.

In some cases, the existence of the 2-part of the Tate-Shafarevich group makes it
diÆcult to determine the rank exactly. It is then helpful to be able to use a prime
p> 2 in the descent computations. The goal of this chapter is to show that the basic
ingredient for this, namely the injectivity of the Kummer map, holds in a large class of
situations.

Let E=K be an elliptic curve and �x a prime p 6= char (K). Take a �eld L with
K � L � �K over which there is a non-trivial p-torsion point T 2 E(L)[p]. There is a
Kummer map associated to T (cf. 6.2.1 below),

� = �T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �! L�=L�p :

If all of the p-torsion of E is already rational over K =L, the associated Kummer
pairing

��;K : E[p]� E(K)=pE(K) �! K�=K�p

is non-degenerate on the left. If K is a number �eld, the standard local methods give
a bound for the size of the image of the Kummer pairing in L�=L�p. This gives the
corresponding bound on E(K)=pE(K) and, hence, on the Mordell-Weil rank of E.

In practice, however, the points of E[p] =E( �K)[p] are rarely de�ned over K. In fact,
for a �xed non-CM elliptic curve, the Galois group G �K=K acts irreducibly on E( �K)[p]
for all but �nitely many primes p. Our main result is that precisely in this situation,
the Kummer map is injective (Theorems 6.3.1, 6.4.2):

Theorem. Let E=K be an elliptic curve, p 6=charK a prime and T 2E[p] a non-
zero torsion point. Assume that E[p] is an irreducible G �K=K-module. Then for any
intermediate �eld K(T )�L�K(E[p]),

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �! L�=L�p

is injective.

This result extends [13], Exercise 10.9 where the Kummer map is de�ned and its prop-
erties are outlined. Note that the assumption [L :K] =m2� 1 of the exercise suggests
that m is prime.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. We start by recalling both the cohomological
de�nition of the Kummer map and the more practical geometric de�nition (Section 6.2).
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It is also possible to give a yet equivalent description, in terms of H0(C;O�
C
=O�p

C
) which

makes sense for a non-singular projective curve C of arbitrary genus.
Then we turn to injectivity of the Kummer map starting with the case L=K(E[p])

(Section 6.3) and then deducing the general case as a corollary (Section 6.4).
In Section 6.5 we show that in many cases the image of the Kummer map is contained

in the kernel of the norm map NL=K. This can be used to bound the potential size of
this image.

We also discuss the local properties of the image of �T;L in case K is a number �eld
(Section 6.6). The primary question we are interested in here is when for a given prime
l of L, the image of � is \trivial at l". Using this one shows that in some cases there is a
large part of E(K)=pE(K) which maps into the subgroup of L�=L�p which corresponds
to the p-part of the class group of L.

An example which illustrates our results is presented in Section 6.7.

Notation. The ground �eld K is assumed to be perfect. We let p denote a prime of Q
di�erent from charK. We denote by E[p] the p-torsion of an elliptic curve E=K over
the algebraic closure �K. For a point T 2 E( �K) we denote by K(T ) the �eld extension
of K inside �K which is obtained by adjoining the coordinates of T . Similarly, K(E[p])
stands for the compositum of K(T ) for T 2 E[p]. This is a �nite Galois extension of K.
The Galois group of a �eld extension L=K is denoted by GL=K .

Remark. Results similar to those presented here have been obtained independently
by Djabri, Schaefer and Smart [3]. The slight di�erence is that they study the algebra
A obtained by adjoining the coordinates of a \generic p-torsion point" rather than the
�eld L = K(T ). Thus they are able to prove the injectivity on the Kummer map
without using the irreducibility assumption. An advantage of our method, however, is
that it is possible to \vary L", which is useful in applying the results of Section 6.5, see
Remark 6.5.4.

6.2 The Kummer map

Let E be an elliptic curve over a �eld K. Fix a prime p 6= char (K). We recall the
well-known cohomological description of E(K)=pE(K). We refer to [13], Ch. X for
details. Consider the exact sequence of G �K=K-modules

0 �! E[p] �! E( �K)
[p]�!E( �K) �! 0 :

Taking G �K=K-cohomology yields a long exact sequence, from which we extract

0 �! E(K)=pE(K) �!� H1(G �K=K; E[p]) �! H1(G �K=K ; E( �K))[p] �! 0 : (46)

What interests us here is the �rst injection. Tracing through the de�nition of the
connecting homomorphism, one can produce the explicit description of this map:
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Let P 2 E(K). Choose any Q 2 E( �K) with pQ = P . Then

E(K)=pE(K) 3 P 7�! (� 7! Q� �Q) 2 H1(G �K=K; E[p]) :

Note that a di�erent choice of Q a�ects the cocycle � 7!Q��Q by a 1-coboundary, so
the map is well-de�ned.

We do a similar computation for the multiplicative group in place of the group of
points of E. Take the G �K=L-cohomology of

1 �! �p �! �K�
[p]�! �K� �! 1

(here [p] is the p-th power map) and in the same way as above extract

1 �! L�=L�p �! H1(G �K=L; �p) �! H1(G �K=L; �K
�) �! 1 :

By the Hilbert '90 theorem, the group H1(G �K=L; �K
�) is trivial. So H1(G �K=L; �p)�=

L�=L�p .
Now take a point T 2 E[p] of order p. Choose an intermediate �eld K � L � �K

over which T is de�ned. Then the Weil pairing on E[p] gives a homomorphism of
G �K=L-modules E[p]! �p,

E[p] 3 S 7�! ep(S; T ) 2 �p :
It induces the map on cohomology,

H1(G �K=K; E[p]) �! H1(G �K=L; �p) ;

given explicitly by � 7! (� 7! ep(�(�); T )).
The above maps can be combined to (cf. [13], Exc. 10.9)

E(K)=pE(K) �! H1(G �K=K ; E[p])
Res�!H1(G �K=L; E[p]) �! H1(G �K=L; �p) �= L�=L�p :

Here Res denotes the restriction homomorphism.

De�nition 6.2.1. The Kummer map �T;L is the composition of the above maps,

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �! L�=L�p :

It is de�ned for any point T 2 E[p] of order p and a �eld L which contains K(T ).

There is a di�erent description of the Kummer map, which is more geometric in
nature and more suitable for actual computations. In case p=2, it was already used
by Mordell in the proof of his �niteness theorem ([5]; [6], Ch. 16). Start again with
E=K and a non-trivial torsion point T 2E(K)[p]. The divisor

D = p(T )� p(O)
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is principal, so there is a rational function f 2K(E) which represents it. The evaluation
map

e : E(K) 3 P 7�! f(P ) 2 K�
is de�ned outside T and O and can be extended by linearity to

Div0E(K) �! K� :

Here Div0 stands for divisors whose support does not contain T or O. Moreover, by
Weil reciprocity

f(div g) = g(div f) = g(p(T )�p(O)) = g((T )�(O))p 2 K�p

for any g for which div g 2Div0 . This allows to get rid of \0" in Div0 and get a well-
de�ned map which we still denote by e,

e : PicE(K) �! K�=K�p :

It also follows that e is a group homomorphism. Finally, using the explicit de�nition of
the Weil pairing, one can show that the map induced by e,

E(K)=pE(K) �! K�=K�p ;

coincides with the Kummer map �T;K. For instance, this follows from [11], Theorem
2.3. It is also stated in [13], Exc. 10.9(a).

Also note that the above construction can be generalized to curves of arbitrary genus
(see [8], Section 5 and [11], Lemma 2.1).

As an example, consider the p=2 case. Let E be an elliptic curve over a �eld K
with charK 6=2. Assume that E has a rational 2-torsion point over K and put E in
the form

Y 2 = (X � t1)(X � t2)(X � t3); t1 2 K; t2; t3 2 �K :

Let T =(t1; 0). The function X � t1 has the correct properties, so the Kummer map
associated to T is given by

e : E(K) �! K�=K�2

(x; y) 7�! x� t1 (47)

for (x; y) 6=T and 6=O . It is easy to check that e(O)= 1 and e(T )= (t1� t2)(t1� t3).
This description is used in the actual computation for 2-descent.

The exceptional values e(T ) and e(O) can be made less exceptional: in fact e is
given on the whole of E locally by invertible regular functions. The functions

f1 = X � t1 on U1 = E n f(t1; 0); Og
f2 =

1

(X � t2)(X � t3) on U2 = E n f(t2; 0); (t3; 0)g
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have the property that

f1(P ) = f2(P ) 2 K�=K�2

for every P 2 E(K) which lies in U1 \U2 , since

f1=f2 = Y 2 :

In general, for a non-singular projective curve C=K and a prime p one might ask which
maps

C(K) �! K�=K�p

are locally given by invertible regular functions, de�ned over K and which di�er by p-th
powers on the intersections. We can make this precise (after all C(K) might be empty)
as follows.

De�nition. Let C be a non-singular projective curve over a �eld K. A p-map is a
global section of the sheaf O�

C
=O�p

C
. Here OC denotes the structure sheaf.

Note that a p-map can be given by an open covering fUig of C and invertible regular
functions fi on Ui with the property that fi=fj 2H0(Ui \Uj;O�pC ).

It turns out that for an elliptic curve C =E the p-maps are exactly the Kummer
maps given by some K-rational p-torsion point T 2E(K)[p]. More generally, for a
curve C of arbitrary genus the p-maps are classi�ed by K-rational p-torsion points in
the Picard group of C:

Proposition 6.2.2. Let C be a non-singular projective curve over a perfect �eld K.
Then

H0(C;O�C=O�pC ) �= PicC(K)[p] : (48)

Proof. First assume K is algebraically closed. A short exact sequence of sheaves

0 �! O�X=�p �! O�X �! O�X=O�pX �! 0

where the left map is taking a function to its p-th power gives a long cohomology
sequence

0 �! K�=�p
�=�!K� �! H0(C;O�

C
=O�p

C
) �! H1(C;O�

C
=�p) �! H1(C;O�

C
) :

The sheaf �p on C is constant, hence asque (Zariski topology), hence acyclic. Thus

0 �! H0(O�C=O�2C ) �! PicC
[p]�!PicC

which gives (48). The case of arbitrary K is obtained by taking G �K=K-invariants.
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Example 6.2.3. As an illustration, consider the case p = 3. Assume that E=K is
given by an equation

E : y2 = x3 + ax + b :

Let T = (xT ; yT ) 2 E[p] be a non-trivial 3-torsion point and let L = K(T ). Thus xT is
a root of the 3-division equation,

x4
T
+ 2ax2

T
+ 4bxT � a2

3
= 0

and the extension L=K(xT ) is given by

y2
T
� (x3

T
+ ax

T
+ b) = 0 :

It is easy to �nd a function on E which has the divisor 3(T )� 3(O). Namely T is an
inection point of E so a linear function which de�nes the tangent line to T has the
required properties. The Kummer map �T;L is thus given (outside T and O) by

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) 3 (X; Y ) 7�! (Y � yT )� 3x2T + a

2yT
(X � xT ) 2 L�=L�3 :

This is in agreement with the formula given in [14], p.309.

6.3 The case of an irreducible action on p-torsion points

Theorem 6.3.1. Let E=K be an elliptic curve, p 6=char(K) a prime, L=K(E[p]) and
T 2 E( �K) a point of exact order p. Assume that G �K=K acts irreducibly on E[p]. Then
the Kummer map

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �! L�=L�p

is injective.

Proof. First note that E[p] is an irreducible G �K=K-module means that E[p] has no
non-trivial G �K=K�invariant subspace. Equivalently, E[p] has no non-trivial GL=K�in-
variant subspace. It is also equivalent to saying that E does not admit a p�isogeny
de�ned over K.

The sequence (46) and the corresponding one for G �K=L-cohomology �t into the
commutative diagram

�
#\

E(K)=pE(K) �!� H1(G �K=K ; E[p]) �!! H1(G �K=K ; E( �K))[p]
# #Res #Res

E(L)=pE(L) �!� H1(G �K=L; E[p]) �!! H1(G �K=L; E( �K))[p] :
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In particular, �T;L also equals the composition

E(K)=pE(K) �! E(L)=pE(L) �! H1(G �K=L; E[p]) �! H1(G �K=L; �p) �= L�=L�p :

Thus an obvious necessary condition for �T;L to be injective is �=0 or, in other words

E(K) \ pE(L) = pE(K) :

The fact that this is necessary is of course clear anyway: if P 2E(K)\ pE(L) then one
can choose Q2E(L) with pQ=P , so

ep(Q
� �Q; T ) = 1 for all � 2 G �K=L

as Q�=Q for all �. Hence P is in the kernel of �. If P 62 pE(K), then � is not injective.
Apply the snake lemma to the diagram above:

� H1(GL=K ; E[p]) H1(GL=K ; E(L))[p]
# # Inf # Inf

E(K)=pE(K) �!� H1(G �K=K ; E[p]) �!! H1(G �K=K; E( �K))[p]
# #Res #Res

E(L)=pE(L) �!� H1(G �K=L; E[p]) �!! H1(G �K=L; E( �K))[p] :
# # #

E(L)=pE(L)+E(K) C1 C2

The kernels form an exact sequence

0 �! � �!� H1(GL=K; E[p]) �! H1(GL=K ; E(L))[p] :

So the natural constraint which would imply �=0 is H1(GL=K ; E[p])=0. This is indeed
the case since GL=K acts faithfully and irreducibly on E[p] �= Fp � Fp:

Lemma 6.3.2. Let p be a prime and let G � GL2(Fp) act irreducibly on a two-
dimensional vector space V over Fp (via the natural action of GL2). Then H

1(G; V )=0.

Proof. (cf. [3], Proposition 1). First note that if G does not contain an element of
order p then H1(G; V ) is automatically zero as it is annihilated both by jGj and p.
Thus assume this is not the case.

First assume p = 2. Then GL2(V ) �= S3 and the action is the usual action of S3 on
the set of 3 elements V �f0g. Since G acts irreducibly on V (so it has no �xed points
on V �f0g) and it contains an element of order 2, the only possibility is G = S3. The
ination-restriction sequence for the normal subgroup A3 � S3 reads:

H1(S3=A3; V
A3)

Inf�! H1(S3; V )
Res�! H1(A3; V ) :

Since A3 has no non-zero invariants on V (so that the group on the left is trivial)
and H1(A3; V ) is trivial as well (being annihilated both by 2 and by 3), we see that
H1(S3; V )=0 as required.
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Now let p be an odd prime. Since G acts irreducibly on V and G has an element
of order p, a result of Serre ([12], 2.4, Proposition 15) asserts that G contains SL2(Fp),
thus f�1g � G. We apply the ination-restriction sequence for this (normal) subgroup:

H1(G=� 1; V �1)
Inf�! H1(G; V )

Res�! H1(�1; V ) :
Again f�1g has no invariants on V and also H1(�1; V )=0 being annihilated both by
p and by 2. So H1(G; V )=0.

We continue with the proof of the theorem. The map �T;L becomes the composition

E(K)=pE(K) �!� E(L)=pE(L) �! H1(G �K=L; �p) :

So it remains to show that the second map here is injective. This means that

ep(Q
� �Q; T ) = 1 for all � 2 G �K=L

implies Q2E(L). In other words, it can not happen that for some Q 62 E(L),
Q� �Q 2 <T > � E[p] for all � 2 G �K=L :

If this would be the case, the set V = fQ��Q j � 2G �K=Lg would form a proper non-
trivial subspace of E[p]. However, the following lemma applied with

G = G �K=K ; H = G �K=L; A = E[p] and �(�) = Q� �Q
shows that V is GL=K-invariant. This contradicts the irreducibility assumption.

Lemma 6.3.3. Let a group G act on an abelian group A, and let H / G act trivially
on A. Then for any �2H1(G;A), the subgroup of A

V = V� = f�(h) j h 2 Hg
is invariant under G (or G=H).

Proof. First note that Res(�)2H1(H;A)=Hom(H;A), so � de�nes a homomorphism
H ! A, whose image is V (in particular V is a subgroup of A). If we let G act on H
by

g � h = ghg�1

then H becomes a G-module and the important thing is that the map � : H ! A
becomes a G-homomorphism (it commutes with this action of G). Clearly � factors as

� : H �!! V �!� A :

Thus to show that V is invariant under G, take v 2 V � A, take h 2 H such that
�(h)=v. Then

g � v = �(g � h) 2 V
as required.
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Remark. By a theorem of Serre ([12], 4.2, Th�eor�eme 2), for a curve E without complex
multiplication, there are only �nitely many primes p for which G �K=K does not act
irreducibly on E[p]. Indeed, the theorem asserts that G �K=K ! Aut(E[p]) (�= GL2(Fp))
is surjective for almost all primes. Thus the condition of Theorem 6.3.1 is satis�ed for
all but �nitely many primes provided E has no CM.

6.4 A generalization for sub�elds of K(E[p])

Proposition 6.4.1. Let E=K be an elliptic curve, p a prime di�erent from charK
and T 2 E[p] a non-trivial point of order p. Let K(T ) � L1 � L2 � �K be �elds. Then
the associated Kummer map �T;L2 factors

�T;L2 : E(K)=pE(K)
�T;L1�!L�1=L

�p
1 �! L�2=L

�p
2 :

Here the second map is induced by the inclusion L1 �!� L2.

Proof. The de�ning map for �T;L2

E(K)=pE(K) �! H1(G �K=K; E[p])
Res�!H1(G �K=L2 ; E[p]) �! H1(G �K=L2 ; �p)

�= L�2=L
�p
2

factors as (look at the explicit de�nition of �T;L)

E(K)=pE(K) �! H1(G �K=K; E[p])
Res�! H1(G �K=L1 ; E[p]) �!

�! H1(G �K=L1 ; �p)
Res�! H1(G �K=L2 ; �p)

�= L�2=L
�p
2 :

It remains to remark that H1(G �K=L1 ; �p)
�= L�1=L

�p
1 and that the restriction map from

H1(G �K=L1 ; �p) to H1(G �K=L2 ; �p) is indeed equivalent to the natural map L�1=L
�p
1 !

L�2=L
�p
2 induced by the inclusion L1 �!� L2.

A direct corollary of this proposition is the following generalization of Theorem 6.3.1
to the sub�elds M of L=K(E[p]) over which � can still be de�ned.

Theorem 6.4.2. Let E=K be an elliptic curve, p a prime di�erent from charK and
T 2 E[p] a non-trivial point of order p. Let L=K(E[p]) and let M be a sub�eld of L
which contains K(T ). Assume that G �K=K acts irreducibly on E[p]. Then the Kummer
map

�T;M : E(K)=pE(K) �!M�=M�p

is injective.

Proof. By the proposition above, �T;L factors as

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �!M�=M�p �! L�=L�p :

Since the composition is injective, the �rst map (which is �T;M) is injective as well.
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6.5 The norm map on the image of the Kummer map

Let E=K be an elliptic curve, T 2 E[p] a point of (exact) order p and L a sub�eld of
K(E[p]) over which T is de�ned. We have de�ned the Kummer map

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �!� L�=L�p

and proved that it is injective under the irreducibility assumption. In this section we
show that in many cases the image of �T;L is contained in the kernel of the norm map

NL=K : L�=L�p �! K�=K�p :

In the next section we study the local behaviour of the image in case of a number �eld.
We start by describing the action of Galois on the target of the Kummer map.

Lemma 6.5.1. Let E=K; p and L be as above. For � 2 G �K=K the composition

E(K)=pE(K)
�T;L�! L�=L�p ��! �(L)�=�(L)�p (49)

is equal to the Kummer map �T� ;�(L).

Proof. Recall the geometric description of the Kummer map. The map �T;L is given
(locally on E) by invertible regular functions fi which are de�ned over L,

fi : E(K) � Ui 3 P 7�! f(P ) 2 L� :
The composition (49) is then given by the functions f �i . Clearly these also form an ele-
ment of H0(E;O�E=O�pE ). Moreover, the principal divisors (f �i ) are the conjugates (fi)

� .
It follows that ff �i g corresponds to the Kummer map de�ned by T � , as required.

Corollary 6.5.2. Let E=K; p and L be as above. Assume that E[p](K)= fOg. Then
the image of �T;L is contained in the kernel of the norm map (cf. [13], Exc. 10.9(b))

NL=K : L�=L�p �! K�=K�p :

Proof. Extend each of the possible embeddings ��i :L! �K to an automorphism �i 2
G �K=K . Let �T;L be given by a cocycle ffig2H0(E;O�

E
=O�p

E
). Then NL=K(�T;L) is given

by a cocycle fQ� f
�
i g. However this cocycle is de�ned over K, and hence corresponds

to a Kummer map given by some p-torsion point N 2 E[p](K). The assumption that
E has no non-trivial p-torsion de�ned over K gives N =O , so this Kummer map is
trivial.

Example 6.5.3. We continue Example 6.2.3, that is, the p=3 case. Assume for
simplicity that the Galois group of K(E[3])=K is isomorphic to the full group GL2(F3).
(This is the case for general E=Q.) The chain of sub�elds

K
4� K(xT )

2� K(xT ; yT )=L
6� K(E[3])

corresponds (via Galois theory) to the chain� � �
� �

�
4�

� � �
0 �

�
2�

�
1 �
0 �

�
6�

�
1 0
0 1

�
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of subgroups of GL2(F3). The �eld K(xT ) is the unique non-trivial intermediate �eld
of the �eld extension L=K. More generally, every proper subgroup of GL2(Fp) which
contains (1

0
�
�) is of the form (H

0
�
�) with H a subgroup of (Z=pZ)�. This follows from

Serre [12], 2.4, Proposition 15.

Clearly E[p](K(xT ))= 0. So an application of 6.5.2 shows that the Kummer map
�T;L lands into the kernel of the norm map

NL=K(xT )
: L�=L�3 �! K(xT )

�=K(xT )
�p :

In fact, this can be veri�ed explicitly. The unique non-trivial automorphism of the
(quadratic Galois) extension L=K(xT ) sends T =(xT ; yT ) to �T =(xT ;�yT ). The prod-
uct �T;L��T;L maps

(X; Y ) 7�!
"
(Y �yT )� 3x

2
T + a

2yT
(X�xT )

#"
(Y +yT )� 3x

2
T + a

�2yT (X�xT )
#
= (X�xT )3 :

The last equality is an easy symbolic computation. Clearly the map lands into K(xT )
�3.

Remark 6.5.4. The result of 6.5.2 can be used to bound the size of the potential image
of the Kummer map. More precisely, the image of �T;L is contained in the intersection
of the kernels of the norm maps NL=K0 where K

0 varies through all the intermediate
�elds of the extension L=K over which E has no non-trivial p-torsion. This allows to
decrease the amount of computation necessary to compute this image.

6.6 Local analysis of the image of �T;L

Let K be a number �eld, E=K an elliptic curve and T 2 E[p] a point of order p. Let
L be any sub�eld of K(E[p]) containing K(T ). We have de�ned a map

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �!� L�=L�p

and proved that it is injective in certain cases. Now we study the image of this map.
We start with recalling the result that for almost all primes l of L, this image is \trivial
at l", i.e. it lands into

fa 2 L�=L�p j ordl(a) = 0 mod pg :

This is well-known, see for instance [8], Prop. 12.4.
Let Ll be the completion of L at l and Kv the completion of K at the unique prime

v of K which l divides. Denote by Lun
l and Kun

v their unrami�ed closures; thus Lun
l

contains Kun
v and L and is their compositum. By Fv we will denote the residue �eld of

Kv. We use Oun
v and mun

v to denote the ring of integers of Kun
v and its maximal ideal

respectively. Finally, �v denotes the minimal discriminant of E at v.
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The Kummer maps for E=Kv and E=K
un
v �t into a commutative diagram

E(K)=pE(K) �! L�=L�p

# #
E(Kv)=pE(Kv) �! L�l =L

�p
l

# #
E(Kun

v )=pE(Kun
v ) �! Lun

l
�=Lun

l
�p .

Assume that for our chosen prime v of K, either E(Kv)=pE(Kv) is trivial or that
E(Kun

v )=pE(Kun
v ) is trivial. Then, by the commutativity of the diagram, for any P 2

E(K)=pE(K), the image �T;L(P ) in L is in Lun
l
�p. This implies that (and for l 6 jp is

equivalent to)
ordl(�T;L(P )) = 0 mod p :

Even if the groups E(Kv)=pE(Kv) and E(K
un
v )=pE(Kun

v ) are not trivial, a bound on the
size of either of them gives a lower bound on the size of the subgroup of E(K)=pE(K)
which lands into Lun

l
�p. More precisely, we have the following result.

Theorem 6.6.1. Let K be a number �eld, E=K an elliptic curve and p a prime. For
a prime v of K denote

Æv = min
�
dimFp E(Kv)=pE(Kv); dimFp E(K

un
v )=pE(Kun

v )
�
:

Let Æ=
P

v Æv . Then there is a subgroup H � E(K)=pE(K) of Fp-codimension at most
Æ which lands via the Kummer map

�T;L : E(K)=pE(K) �! L�=L�p

into the subgroup

fa 2 L�=L�p j ordl(a) = 0 mod p for all lg :
Proof. Clear.

Let us investigate the groups E(Kv)=pE(Kv) and E(K
un
v )=pE(Kun

v ). It turns out
that the former group is useful for the primes above p while the latter gives a better
estimate for the primes not dividing p.

For the standard structure results for the group of points of an elliptic curve over
a complete �eld we refer to [13], Chapters IV, VII. Let E be de�ned by a minimal
Weierstrass equation at v. There is a reduction map (which we denote by \~")

E(Kv) �! ~E(Fv) :

Here ~E=Fv is the reduced curve. It might be singular or not depending on whether E
has good or bad reduction at v. In any case let

~Ens(Fv) = fR 2 ~E(Fv) jR is non-singularg
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and

E0(Kv) = fP 2 E(Kv) j ~P 2 ~Ens(Fv)g :
Then the following sequences are exact ([13], VII.2.1, VII.2.2)

0 �! Ê(mv) �! E0(Kv) �! ~Ens(Fv) �! 0

0 �! Ê(mun
v ) �! E0(K

un
v ) �! ~Ens(�Fv) �! 0 :

(50)

Here Ê is the group associated to the formal group of E over Kv. To compare E with
E0, we will also make use of the exact sequences

0 �! E0(Kv) �! E(Kv) �! E(Kv)=E0(Kv) �! 0

0 �! E0(K
un
v ) �! E(Kun

v ) �! E(Kun
v )=E0(K

un
v ) �! 0 :

(51)

Finally, the size of the quotient E=E0 is determined by the Kodaira-N�eron theorem.

Theorem (Kodaira, N�eron). Let E=Kv be an elliptic curve over a local �eld. If
E has split multiplicative reduction, then E(Kv)=E0(Kv) is a cyclic group of order
ordv(�v)=�ordv(j). In all other cases, E(Kv)=E0(Kv) is a �nite group of order at
most 4.

Proof. [7], xIII.17.
The two propositions below give estimates on the sizes of E(Kv)=E0(Kv) for arbitrary
v and of E(Kun

v )=E0(K
un
v ) for v 6 jp.

Proposition 6.6.2. Let E=Kv be an elliptic curve over a local �eld. Then

dimFp E(Kv)=pE(Kv) = dimFp E(Kv)[p] +

(
v(p) dimFp Fv; vjp
0; v 6 jp :

Proof. Let A be an abelian group for which [p] :A!A has �nite kernel and �nite
cokernel. De�ne

P (A) = dimFp A=pA� dimFp A[p] :

For an exact sequence of abelian groups

0 �! A �! B �! C �! 0 ; (52)

an application of the snake lemma to the multiplication by p map on (52) shows that

P (B) = P (A) + P (C) ;

provided P (A) and P (C) are de�ned. Note also that P (C) = 0 if C is �nite. Hence
P (B)=P (A) whenever B�A is of �nite index and P (B) (equivalently P (A)) is de-
�ned.
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For the group of points A=E(Kv) we have a �ltration by subgroups of �nite index

� � � � Ê(mr
v) � � � � � Ê(m2

v) � Ê(mv) � E0(Kv) � E(Kv) :

Indeed, the subgroup E0(Kv)�E(Kv) is of �nite index by the Kodaira-N�eron theorem,
E0(Kv)=Ê(Kv)�= ~Ens(Fv) is �nite since Fv is �nite and (cf. [13], IV.3.2a)

Ê(mr
v)=Ê(m

r+1
v ) �= mr

v=m
r+1
v
�= Fv; r � 1 :

By [13], IV.6.4 there is an integer r� 1 for which

Ê(mr
v)
�= Ĝa(m

r
v)
�= (Ov;+) :

Hence
P (E(Kv)) = P (Ov) = dimFp Ov=pOv � 0

which equals v(p) dimFp Fv if vjp and zero otherwise. This gives the assertion of the
proposition.

Note that the above result is well-known. Our proof in a more general setting can
be found in [9], Lemma 3.8 and Prop. 3.9. For an alternative proof, see [8], Lemma
12.10.

Remark 6.6.3. Clearly dimFp E(Kv)[p]� 2. Moreover, in case Kv =Qp and p 6=2,
this dimension is at most 1, since �p 6�Qp . So

dimFp E(Qp)=pE(Qp) � 2

in this case.

Remark 6.6.4. The rough estimate dimFp E(Kv)[p]� 2 can often be improved. For
example, one can apply the multiplication-by-p map to the exact sequences (50) and
(51) and look at the kernels. One obtains

dimFp E(Kv)[p] � dimFp Ê(mv)[p] + dimFp
~Ens(Fv)[p] + dimFp(E(Kv)=E0(Kv))[p] :

For example if Kv =Qp and p 6= 2, then Ê(mv) has no p-torsion ([13], IV.6.1.1). If
moreover, p is a prime of good reduction for E, then E=E0 is trivial as well, so for such
primes p > 2 one �nds

dimFp E(Kv)[p] � dimFp
~Ens(Fv)[p] =

(
0; ~E supersingular,

1; ~E ordinary.

Lemma 6.6.5. Assume that v 6 jp. Then E0(K
un
v )=pE0(K

un
v ) is trivial.

Proof. Apply the multiplication-by-p map to the second sequence of (50). We get a
commutative diagram:

0 �! Ê(mun
v ) �! E0(K

un
v ) �! ~Ens(�Fv) �! 0

# [p] # [p] # [p]

0 �! Ê(mun
v ) �! E0(K

un
v ) �! ~Ens(�Fv) �! 0 .
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From the kernel-cokernel sequence extract an exact sequence of cokernels:

Ê(mun
v )=pÊ(mun

v ) �! E0(K
un
v )=pE0(K

un
v ) �! ~Ens(�Fv)=p ~Ens(�Fv) : (53)

The assumption char Fv 6= p implies that the multiplication-by-pmap is an isomorphism
Ê(mun

v )! Ê(mun
v ). So it suÆces to show that

[p] : ~Ens(�Fv) �! ~Ens(�Fv)

is surjective. We distinguish the following possibilities of reduction:

� Good reduction. In this case ~E=Fv is an elliptic curve, ~Ens= ~E and [p] is surjective
on �Fv�valued points, as it is a non-constant morphism of algebraic curves.

� Multiplicative reduction. Here

~Ens(�Fv) �= (�F�v; �)
and [p] is the p-th power map on �F�v, thus surjective.

� Additive reduction. Here
~Ens(�Fv) �= (�Fv;+)

and [p] is the multiplication-by-pmap on �Fv, again surjective (note that char Fv 6=
p).

This proves the lemma.

Proposition 6.6.6. Assume that v 6 jp. Let C denote E(Kun
v )=E0(K

un
v ) and let �v de-

note the minimal discriminant of E at v. Then dimFp E(K
un
v )=pE(Kun

v )= dimFp C=pC
and

dimFp C=pC

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

= 0; E has good reduction at v;
� 2; p = 2;
� 1; p = 3;
= 1; p > 3; pjordv�v > 0 and E has multiplicative reduction;
= 0; p > 3; p6 jordv�v > 0 or E has additive reduction:

Proof. Apply the multiplication-by-p map to the short exact sequence

0 �! E0(K
un
v ) �! E(Kun

v ) �! E(Kun
v )=E0(K

un
v ) �! 0

and look at the cokernels. Then

E0(K
un
v )=pE0(K

un
v ) = 0 �! E(Kun

v )=pE(Kun
v ) �! C=pC �! 0 : (54)

The �rst equality of the lemma follows. The second equality is a direct consequence of
the Kodaira-N�eron theorem.
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6.7 An example

We give an example which illustrates our results. The following elliptic curve was found
by Fermigier [4] and has rank � 22 over K =Q.

E22 : y2+ xy + y = x3 � 940299517776391362903023121165864x
+10707363070719743033425295515449274534651125011362 : (55)

In order to apply our results, let us �rst collect the standard local information. The
given model of E22 is minimal at all primes and

�(E22) = 22395276136174373 47293 p1 p2

with
p1 = 270704849145149791;
p2 = 60794657878864337775664712674231370427122734380997 :

We would like to thank Herman te Riele for producing the above factorization. The
curve E22 is semi-stable at all primes except 17. The reduction types are

2 :I2; 3:I9; 5:I2; 7:I6; 13:I6; 17:IV; 37:I3; 47293:I1; p1 :I1; p2 :I1 :

A computation (as in Serre [12], Example 5.9.4) shows that the Galois group of �Q=Q
acts on E[p] via the full group GL2(Fp) for all p. For a non-trivial point T 2 E[p]
consider the �eld L = Q(T ). The degree [L : Q] is p2� 1, that is maximal possible.
The injectivity theorem 6.4.2 applies for every p and the local result 6.6.1 immediately
implies the following:

Proposition 6.7.1. Let p be a prime and T 2 E22[p] a non-trivial point of order p.
Let L=Q(T ) and de�ne

Cp = fa 2 L�=L�p j ordl(a) = 0 mod p; all lg �= (Z=pZ)cp :

Then

cp �

8>>><>>>:
16; p = 2;
15; p = 3;
19; p = 17;
20; p 6= 2; 3; 17:

It is interesting to note that such an elliptic curve E=Q with a large Mordell-Weil
rank can be used to produce number �elds whose class group has a large p-part. Such
examples have been studied in detail for p=2 (see [2]) and for p=3 in case E possesses
a rational 3-isogeny (see [14]). The group

Cp = fa 2 L�=L�p j ordl(a) = 0 mod p; all lg �= (Z=pZ)cp :

�ts into an exact sequence

0 �! UL=U
p
L
�! Cp �! HL[p] �! 0
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where UL is the group of units of L and HL is the class group. Hence a lower bound on
the size of Cp combined with the knowledge of the size of UL gives a lower bound on
the size of HL[p].

In our chosen example, this can be done as follows. The �eld L has 3 real embeddings
for p=2 and p� 1 real embeddings for an odd prime p. Moreover, L� has no p-torsion
for odd p. This follows from the fact the the Galois group acts via the full GL2(Fp).
We have by the Dirichlet unit theorem

dimFp UL=U
p
L
=

(
3; p = 2;
(p2 + p� 4)=2; p > 2:

A combination of this with the above proposition gives the following bounds for small
primes p:

p 2 3 5 7
cp � 16 � 15 � 20 � 20

dimFp UL=U
p
L 3 4 13 26

dimFpHL[p] � 13 � 11 � 7 |

These rough estimates become useless for primes p � 7. However, a more careful
analysis on the possible image of the Kummer map, notably the use of 6.5.2, can be
used to produce sharper bounds.

For example, take an intermediate �eld Q�K�L such that E[p](K)= 0. By 6.5.2,
the image of the Kummer map lands into the kernel of the norm map NL=K :L

�=L�p!
K�=K�p . In particular, the intersection of this image with the unit part UL=U

p
L
is

actually contained in the kernel of

NL=K : UL=U
p
L
�! UK=U

p
K
: (56)

In this way one can produce better lower bounds on the size of HL[p]. Note, however,
that the obvious idea to take K =Q works only for p=2, since UK=U

p
K
is trivial for

p> 2. So one has to consider di�erent �elds, such as for instance K =Q(xT ).

In our chosen example, this works as follows. Let p > 2 and take K =Q(xT ) which is
a sub�eld of L=Q(T ) of degree 2. Since E[p](K) is trivial, the image of the Kummer
map inside the units is contained in the kernel of (56). The �eld K has p� 1 real
embeddings for an odd prime p. By the Dirichlet unit theorem,

dimFp UK=U
p
K
=

1

4
(p2 + 2p� 7) :

The norm map (56) is surjective. Indeed, consider the map i :UK=U
p
K
!UL=U

p
L
induced

by the inclusion K!L. Then the composition NL=KÆi is multiplication by [L :K] = 2,
hence an isomorphism (p > 2).
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A combination of these considerations with Proposition 6.7.1 gives the following
bounds for small primes p:

p 2 3 5 7 11
cp � 16 � 15 � 20 � 20 � 20

dimFp UL=U
p
L

3 4 13 26 64
dimFp UK=U

p
K 3 2 7 14 34

dimFp HL[p] � 13 � 13 � 14 � 8 |

A similar argument can also be applied to bound the part of the Kummer map which
lands outside the unit group. In this way it is possible to improve the bounds even
further.

For instance, consider the family of elliptic curves over Q

En : y2 = x3 + nx; n 2 Z :

Let p=3, take a non-zero point T 2 E[3] and take Ln=Q(T ) (a degree 8 extension of
Q). It is not diÆcult to show that

dimF3
HLn[3] � rankQ(En)� 1 : (57)

This gives a non-trivial estimate already for those En=Q whose Mordell-Weil rank is at
least 2. For instance, there are six En of rank 2 with jnj � 50, namely the ones with

n = �17; 14; 33; 34; 39; 46:

For each of these we have HLn [3]
�= Z=3Z, so in these cases the estimate (57) is in fact

an equality.


